
STOOLS



Armrest Height and 
Width Adjustments

Backrest Height 
Adjustments

Armrest Radius
(applies to both armrests)

Getting your body into the proper position before any procedure is extremely important and one of the most 
overlooked, but necessary parts of every procedure.  Sitting in the correct position can not only make the 

procedure more comfortable, but it can actually extend the years you can practice.  
The JEDMED Micro Stool was designed with comfort and ergonomics in mind.  
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Micro Stool Series

Micro Stool with hand operated adjustment 
from 18.5” to 26” seat height

04-4390 Standard (no armrests)
04-4393 With one armrest
04-4395 With two armrests

Option
 04-4418  14” armrest pads (set of two)

The micro stool series is anatomically designed to give you hours of comfort when performing delicate 
procedures.  Specially designed for microscopy, the fully adjustable armrests swing into position to give you 
a stable reference base for precise hand movements.  The pneumatic lift produces the proper height for your 
comfort and posture.  The seat and backrest articulate independently to get you into a comfortable, ergonomic 
position while performing long, delicate procedures.  The waterfall seat design relieves pressure on your 
femoral arteries and the lumbar support aids in correct posture.

Micro Stool with foot operated adjustment from 
18.5” to 26” seat height

04-4400 Standard (no armrests)
04-4403 With one armrest
04-4405 With two armrests

                          Option
04-4418  14” armrest pads (set of two)

All micro stools are also available in a short version 
which has a 16.5” to 22” seat height.

The JEDMED Micro Stool is upholstered with heavy-duty fabric that is available in several designer colors.
Color samples are available upon request.



Surgical Stool Series

Surgical stool with waterfall seat and adjustment 
from 20” to 27.25” seat height

04-4410 Standard (no armrests)
04-4415 With two armrests

                          Option
04-4418  14” armrest pads (set of two)

The Surgical Stool series is anatomically designed with a choice of waterfall or saddle seat to give you hours 
of comfort when performing delicate procedures.  Specially designed for surgical applications, the optional, 
fully adjustable armrests swing into position to give you a stable reference base for precise hand movements.  
These stools are completely adjustable in seat tilt and backrest position to create the custom position for your 
posture.  Height adjustment is made easy via a foot lever and can be made while the surgeon is seated, hands 
free.  These features make the JEDMED Surgical Stool an indispensable component of your operating room.

Surgical Stool with saddle seat and adjustment 
from 21.50” to 28.75” seat height

04-4440 Standard (no armrests)
04-4442 With two armrests

                          Option
04-4418  14” armrest pads (set of two)

The JEDMED Surgical Stool is upholstered with heavy-duty fabric that is available in several designer colors.
Color samples are available upon request.



Contour Plus

Contour Plus with hand operated adjustment 
from 21” to 30” seat height

04-4430 Contour Plus
04-4432 Contour Plus with Wrap Around Arm

Because technicians typically lean forward during a procedure, proper posture is extremely important.  
The Contour Plus’s unique ergonomic saddle seat helps to support an upright and proper spine angle by 
leaning the technician forward while allowing the feet and legs to sweep back.  Adding the fully adjustable 
wrap around armrest provides you a suitable reference base for precise hand movements.  The pneumatic lift 
produces the proper height for your comfort and posture.  The stool has an adjustable seat height from 21” 
to 30” via a hand operated adjustment.

The JEDMED Surgical Stool is upholstered with heavy-duty fabric that is available in several designer colors.
Color samples are available upon request.



Micro-Tech Plus

Micro-Tech Plus with hand operated
adjustment from 20” to 28” seat height.

04-4470 Micro-Tech Plus

The Micro-Tech Plus is designed to give you hours of comfort when performing delicate procedures.  The 
waterfall seat design relieves pressure on your femoral arteries while the fully adjustable wrap around armrest 
provides you a stable reference base for precise hand movements.  The pneumatic life produces the proper 
height for your comfort and posture.  The stool has an adjustable seat height from 20” to 28” via a hand 
operated adjustment.

The JEDMED Surgical Stool is upholstered with heavy-duty fabric that is available in several designer colors.
Color samples are available upon request.



Custom Stools

This stool includes a backrest to provide comfortable back 
support positioning.  The pneumatic cylinder is hand operated 
with a height range from a minimum of 20” to a maximum of 28”.

04-4322  Custom Air Lift Stool with Backrest

This stool is height adjustable via finger touch lever and a high 
quality pneumatic cylinder.  The height range is from a minimum of 
20” to a maximum of 28”.

04-4320  Custom Air Lift Stool 

This standard utility stool incorporates an adjustable spin 
lift with a minimum of 21” to a maximum of 27”.

04-4300  Utility Spin Lift Stool
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One of these chairs 
could be the solution 
if your neck, back and 
shoulders are fatigued 
at the end of the day.

“While using the JEDMED Micro Surgical stool I was able to practice full-time through my pregnancy and 
even worked 4 days past my due date.  I believe the JEDMED stool was an integral part of my ability 
to work without interruption.  Using a comfortable stool with a place to rest my arms is key to my daily 
comfort and it makes it very easy on my back.  I would not want to practice without it!”

  Betty Schindler, MBA, DDS
  Sundance Endodontics / Peoria, AZ

Standard Stock Colors
Black

DU-100
Cobalt

DU-116
Plum

DU-146
Ash

DU-162
Forest Green

DU-129
Taupe

DU-150
Wedgewood

DU-108
Desert Rose

DU-144

Other colors are available upon request and may require a nominal upcharge
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